A Hall thruster apparatus having walls constructed from a conductive material, such as graphite, and having magnetic shielding of the walls from the ionized plasma has been demonstrated to operate with nearly the same efficiency as a conventional nonmagnetically shielded design using insulators as wall components. The new design is believed to provide the potential of higher power and uniform operation over the operating life of a thruster device.
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METALLIC WALL HALL THRUSTERS

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS


STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY FUNDED RESEARCH OR DEVELOPMENT

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract, and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 USC 202) in which the Contractor has elected to retain title.

THE NAMES OF THE PARTIES TO A JOINT RESEARCH AGREEMENT

NOT APPLICABLE.

INCORPORATION-BY-REFERENCE OF MATERIAL SUBMITTED ON A COMPACT DISC

NOT APPLICABLE.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to electric propulsion devices in general and particularly to Hall thrust devices.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Hall thrusters generate thrust through the formation of an azimuthal electron current that interacts with an applied, quasi-radial magnetic field to produce an electromagnetic force on the plasma. These thrusters provide an attractive combination of thrust and specific impulse for a variety of near-earth missions and, in many cases, they allow for significant reductions in propellant mass and overall system cost compared to conventional chemical propulsion. The range of thrust and specific impulse attainable by Hall thrusters makes them applicable also to a variety of NASA science missions. Many such missions however require wider throttling and larger propellant throughput than near-earth applications. A critical risk associated with the application of Hall thrusters to science missions is their throughput-capability. There are two major wear processes known to exist in Hall thrusters that can limit their applicability to such missions: erosion of the acceleration channel and erosion of the hollow cathode.

Multiple approaches have been pursued to reduce or eliminate this risk. For example, the high voltage, Hall accelerator (HiVHAc) incorporates an innovative discharge channel replacement technology as a means of extending its life. In 2008 the NASA-103M.XL version of HiVHAc accumulated more than 4,700 h at 700 V upon the completion of a wear test. More recently, a Qualification Life Test (QLT) of a different Hall thruster, the BPT-4000, was extended beyond 10,400 h. The BPT-4000 is nominally a 4.5-kW class thruster, and has fixed insulators and a magnetic design for high efficiency and long life. Post-test assessment of the wear data showed no measurable erosion of the acceleration channel walls from 5,600 h to 10,400 h indicating that the thruster reached an approximately “steady state” erosion configuration. The BPT-4000 QLT results were explained in a paper Mikellides, I. G., Katz, I., Hofer, R. R., and Goebel, D. M., de Grys, K., and Mathers, A. “Magnetic Shielding of the Channel Walls in a Hall Plasma Accelerator,” Physics of Plasmas, Vol. 18, No. 3, 2011, p. 033501, which suggests that if properly designed, the life of Hall thrusters can be extended to (or exceed) that of ion thrusters thereby retiring the risk associated with their throughput capability.

The BPT-4000 QLT has exceeded significantly the requirements for most commercial or military missions. However, because many NASA science missions require longer operational times, higher throughput, and a wider range of operating conditions, a rigorous understanding of the erosion physics was needed.

From the observed erosion trends in the BPT-4000, it was recognized that to fully understand such physics one must account, at minimum, for the 2-D distribution of the electric field near the eroding surfaces, the sheath physics, and the local topology of the magnetic field. To account for all these physics, it is required usually that the solution to an extensive system of governing laws for the Hall thruster plasma is obtained, in two or three dimensions. The importance of understanding the erosion physics in such topologies motivated the development of a Hall thruster plasma solver named “Hall2De.”

Hall2De is a 2-D computational solver of the laws that govern the evolution of the partially-ionized gas in Hall thrusters. The code is a descendant of OrCa2D, a 2-D computational model of electric propulsion hollow cathodes that employs a mix of implicit and explicit algorithms to solve numerically the plasma conservation laws in these devices. In Hall2De, excessive numerical diffusion due to the large disparity of the transport coefficients parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field is evaded by discretizing the equations on a computational mesh that is aligned with the applied magnetic field. This magnetic field-aligned-mesh (MFAM) capability was largely motivated by the need to assess the life of Hall thrusters in complicated magnetic field topologies. A detailed description of the code has been provided by Mikellides, et al. (I. G. Mikellides, I. Katz, R. R. Hofer, and D. M. Goebel, Proceedings of the 31st International Electric Propulsion Conference, Ann Arbor, Mich. (Electric Rocket Propulsion Society, Fairview Park, Ohio., 2009), IEP Conference Paper No. 09-114).

There is a need for improved electric propulsion devices with greater throughput capabilities for many space applications.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

According to one aspect, the invention features a Hall thruster having a conductive wall. The Hall thruster comprises an annular discharge chamber having a conductive wall and having a rear surface with an aperture defined therein, the conductive wall of the annular discharge chamber having a selected one of a wall shape, a profile and a cross section fabricated in accordance with a respective calculated wall shape, calculated profile, and calculated cross section deduced to be substantially a respective one of a wall shape, a profile and a cross section that would be present in the Hall thruster at an end of life operating state;
an anode/gas distributor having an anode electrical terminal, the anode/gas distributor situated in the aperture defined in the rear surface of the annular discharge chamber, the anode/gas distributor having at least one inlet configured to receive an ionizable gas and configured to distribute the ionizable gas for use as a propellant; a cathode neutralizer configured to provide electrons, the cathode neutralizer having a cathode electrical terminal that can be connected to the anode electrical terminal by way of a power supply and a switch, the cathode neutralizer and the anode/gas distributor when operating generating an axial electrical field within the annular discharge chamber; and a magnetic circuit having a magnetic yoke, an inner magnetic coil and an outer magnetic coil, the magnetic circuit configured to be switchably powered by a power supply, the magnetic circuit configured to provide a substantially radial magnetic field across the annular aperture of the annular discharge chamber, the magnetic circuit configured to provide a magnetic field that provides magnetic shielding of the conductive wall of the annular discharge chamber from charged particles.

In one embodiment, the conductive wall comprises graphite.

In another embodiment, the conductive wall comprises a metal.

In yet another embodiment, the conductive wall comprises a form of carbon other than graphite.

In still another embodiment, the end of life operating state is a state that exists after at least 10,000 hours of operation.

In a further embodiment, the calculated wall shape, the calculated profile, and the calculated cross section is a respective calculated wall shape, calculated profile, and calculated cross section deduced using a code employing a magnetic field-aligned-mesh.

In still a further embodiment, the code employing a magnetic field-aligned-mesh comprises a Hall2De code.

In yet a further embodiment, the ionizable gas is a gas selected from the group of gases consisting of xenon, krypton and argon.

In still another embodiment, the ionizable gas comprises a vapor produced from an element selected from the group of elements consisting of bismuth, iodine, magnesium and zinc.

In an additional embodiment, the conductive wall is configured to provide higher emissivity than a wall having a respective one of the same wall shape, the same profile and the same cross section constructed from a non-conductor.

In one more embodiment, the conductive wall is configured to provide a wall of higher strength than a respective one of the same wall shape, the same profile and the same cross section constructed from a non-conductor.

In yet another embodiment, the rear surface of the annular discharge chamber is fabricated from graphite.

The foregoing and other objects, aspects, features, and advantages of the invention will become more apparent from the following description and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The objects and features of the invention can be better understood with reference to the drawings described below, and the claims. The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead generally being placed upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the drawings, like numerals are used to indicate like parts throughout the various views.

FIG. 1A is an image of a conventional Hall thruster.

FIG. 1B is an image of a Hall thruster in the magnetically shielded configuration.

FIG. 1C is an image of a Hall thruster in the magnetically shielded configuration constructed entirely with graphite walls.

FIG. 2A is a graph of total efficiency for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 2B is a graph of discharge current for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 2C is a graph of thrust for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 2D is a graph of total Isp for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 3 is a graph of wall temperature for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (squares), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (triangles), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus total power.

FIG. 4A is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a prior art Hall thruster design.

FIG. 4B is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a prior art Hall thruster design, showing the magnetic field lines present in an operating device.

FIG. 5 is an image of a prior art Hall thruster in operation.

FIG. 6 is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster design according to principles of the invention.

FIG. 7 is an image of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster in operation, showing the minimal interaction of the magnetic field lines with the wall.

FIG. 8 is a close-up image of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster in operation, showing that the magnetic shielding holds the plasma off the wall, providing an unrestricted view along the wall to the anode.

FIG. 9 is a graph of the operating parameters of the baseline configuration with high electron temperature (squares) and large potential drop (diamonds) along the wall surface.

FIG. 10 is a graph of the operating parameters of the magnetically-shielded configuration with low electron temperature (squares) and constant potential (diamonds) along the wall surface.

FIG. 11A is an image of an inner insulator ring from the baseline configuration, showing an eroded white region (about 4 mm erosion band) at the edge of the ring.

FIG. 11B is an image of a Hall thruster in the magnetically shielded configuration showing a deposited black graphite conducting layer on the surface in contact with the plasma. The thruster performance was unaffected by the conducting rings, indicating that conducting walls, such as metallic walls or graphite walls, could be used.

FIG. 12A is a high-level flow chart showing the relationships among the input parameters, the Hall2De code and the output results.
We have demonstrated by reduction to practice the feasibility of a new concept intended to significantly reduce the cost and mass of Hall thrusters by replacing the dielectric discharge chamber walls normally used in Hall thrusters with simple, inexpensive, conductive materials such as graphite. This is made possible by the large reduction in the plasma-wall interactions discovered with a unique magnetic field configuration in the thruster called magnetic shielding. Magnetic shielding has been described in detail in co-pending U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 61/599,174, filed Feb. 15, 2012, and in co-pending U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 61/745,041, filed Dec. 21, 2012. It is believed that other conductive materials, such as stainless steel, or other metals, can also be used as the material of construction of the chamber walls.

Hall thrusters with magnetic shielding don’t require the insulating features of ceramic (typically boron nitride) walls, and therefore can be fabricated and operated with electrically conducting walls without significantly impacting the thruster performance. This makes it simpler and less expensive to fabricate a thruster to survive launch loads. In addition, the graphite discharge chamber radiates more efficiently which increases the power capability of the thruster compared to conventional Hall thruster designs.

The magnetically shielded (MS) H6 Hall thruster design was retrofitted with new walls fabricated of graphite and then tested to compare the performance to previous thruster data obtained with standard Boron Nitride (BN) walls. The H6 Hall thruster is designed with replaceable “rings” near the thruster exit plane where the plasma contacts the walls to provide the ability to measure the erosion rate by removing the rings and measuring the erosion on a precision coordinate measuring machine (CMM). Using a CMM, small rings of conducting materials can be easily and quickly fabricated and tested. In a preferred embodiment, graphite is used as the material for the rings because it features a very high emissivity to efficiently radiate any deposited power, and it has good strength and a reduced mass as compared to stainless steel. Nevertheless, in other embodiments, one might wish to use a conductor other than graphite as the material of construction, such as carbon in some other form, or another conductive material, such as a metal.

The H6 Hall thruster was tested with graphite walls at the nominal design (6 kW) power level for which this thruster was designed. As described hereinbelow, the graphite wall magnetically shielded H6 Hall thruster demonstrated performance nearly identical (within 2%) to the design with boron nitride walls, which successfully demonstrates the feasibility of this embodiment. This is a remarkable result because previous work in the US and France with graphite walls in Hall thrusters without magnetic shielding resulted in a reduction in the thruster efficiency and performance (thrust and Isp) by factors of about 2 compared to ceramic walls due to shorting out of the electric fields at the walls by the conductor. This performance degradation was avoided in the present invention because of the characteristics of magnetic shielding that largely isolates the main thruster plasma discharge from the thruster walls.

The three configurations of the H6 Hall thruster used for comparison are shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B, and FIG. 1C. FIG. 1A is an image of a conventional Hall thruster, having an annular discharge chamber 102 with a non-conductive outer wall 104 and a non-conductive inner wall 106.

FIG. 1B is an image of a Hall thruster in the magnetically shielded configuration, having an annular discharge chamber 112 with a non-conductive outer wall 114 and a non-conductive inner wall 116. The magnetic shielding apparatus is powered by way of wires 130.

Critical thruster performance data (total efficiency, discharge current, thrust, and Isp) were obtained for all three configurations shown in FIG. 1A, FIG. 1B, and FIG. 1C.

FIG. 2A is a graph of total efficiency for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 2B is a graph of discharge current for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

FIG. 2C is a graph of thrust for a conventional (baseline) Hall thruster built with BN components (triangle), a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with BN (squares), and a magnetically shielded Hall thruster built with graphite walls (diamonds) versus inner coil current.

Plotting the performance results versus this coil current parameter illustrates the variation in performance with magnetic field strength near the exit plane, which is a design parameter in Hall thrusters. The magnetically shielded (MS) thruster has nearly the same efficiency (within 2%) as the baseline unshielded design, but the thrust is reduced and the Isp increased relative to the baseline performance. The thrust decrease was found to be due to plume divergence angle increases in the magnetically shielded configuration due to the field shape and movement of the plasma downstream by a few millimeters. The Isp increase was found to be due to a larger amount of higher ionized ions in the plume, which increase the ion velocity and therefore the Isp.

In the magnetically shielded Hall thruster, the rings/walls are near the anode potential, and not the cathode potential. The magnetic field is near zero at the anode. The channel depth is still longer than channel width. The acceleration zone is near the exit plane. This indicates that the magnetically shielded Hall thruster does not use an anode layer acceleration mechanism, and therefore it is not a thruster with anode layer (TAL).

This innovation could lead to higher power densities, because the thruster power level likely now limited by anode dissipation (radiation). Therefore, the entire channel can be...
made of one or more pieces of material at anode potential, thereby providing a large radiator. Graphite is such a material.

Replacement of the boron nitride rings with graphite reduced the efficiency by another 1 to 2%, with similar reductions in thrust. The slight difference between the graphite wall and the boron nitride is not considered significant. Other Results

A significant observation of the benefit of magnetic shielding and conductive wall made of graphite is the change in the thruster wall temperature in the three configurations. The wall temperature was measured during operation by a FLIR Inframetrics PM 380 Infrared Imaging System camera that was calibrated by observations of heated boron nitride and graphite samples placed in the test facility next to the thruster, and by thermocouples embedded into the rings. The temperature of the outer ring measured by the thermal camera as a function of total power into the I6 thruster for the three configurations is shown in FIG. 3. The inner ring temperature was found to be essentially the same as the outer ring. In the baseline unshielded case with boron nitride walls, the temperature of the outer ring increases from 291° C. at 1.5 kW to about 520° C. at 6 kW. The introduction of magnetic shielding reduces the boron nitride ring temperature at 6 kW to about 465° C. This reduction in the wall temperature with magnetic shielding is believed to be a result of reduced plasma bombardment of the wall. Installation of the graphite rings further reduced the wall temperature at 6 kW by an additional 50° C. to 415° C. This reduction is primarily attributed to the increased emissivity of graphite compared to boron nitride, which radiates the deposited power in the ring more efficiently.

Using the surface temperature measured by the camera, the emissivity of the material, and the surface geometry of the insert rings, wall, and anode, the radiated power for each of the rings in the three configurations can be calculated and is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>BL</th>
<th>BN</th>
<th>MS BN</th>
<th>MS C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Anode</td>
<td>91 W</td>
<td>119 W</td>
<td>111 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Ring</td>
<td>297 W</td>
<td>147 W</td>
<td>119 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Ring</td>
<td>310 W</td>
<td>140 W</td>
<td>110 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Wall</td>
<td>98 W</td>
<td>95 W</td>
<td>98 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer Wall</td>
<td>229 W</td>
<td>247 W</td>
<td>258 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Power</td>
<td>1025 W</td>
<td>748 W</td>
<td>696 W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By adding these values together, the total power radiated by the rings is calculated to be roughly 1025 W, 748 W, and 696 W for the H6 baseline Boron Nitride (H6BL-BN), H6 magnetically shielded Boron Nitride (H6MS-BN), and H6 magnetically shielded graphite (H6MS-graphite) configurations respectively at 6 kW of total input power. Thus, replacing the BN insert rings with graphite rings causes a reduction in power losses due to thermal radiation by roughly 32% and reduces the radiated power from the rings by more than a factor of 2 compared to the H6BL-BN configuration. Therefore the lower temperature of the graphite rings results from both a higher emissivity and a slightly lower power deposition from the plasma. It is postulated that the temperature of the walls could be decreased further if the BN discharge chamber walls were also replaced with graphite in the H6MS configuration such that the total radiation for deposition of power in the anode region is increased. Given this decrease in radiated power as well as the decrease in ring, wall, and anode temperatures at higher operating powers, it follows that the use of magnetic shielding techniques and graphite discharge chambers will likely result in a higher power density capability for future Hall thrusters of this design.

It is believed that this work represents a major advancement in Hall Thruster technology by the shielding of the walls from ion bombardment and erosion with specially shaped magnetic fields and then replacing the traditional ceramic walls with graphite. This advance greatly simplifies construction of the thruster required to withstand launch vibrations by eliminating large fragile ceramics and ceramic support structures, and will thereby lead to significant reductions in the thruster mass and cost. The new design could also lead to factors of two to three increase in the thruster power density, resulting in ultra-compact, very long life Hall thrusters for space missions. Finally, the magnetic shielding technology eliminates wall erosion at higher voltages, which also enables long life operation at higher Isp.

In a preferred embodiment, the profile of the wall of the thruster can be modeled using the Hall2De code. It is expected that it will be advantageous to provide initial Wall profiles that conform to the calculated "end-of-life" wall profiles that computations using the Hall2De code indicate will be produced if erosion were to be allowed to occur, so that the operation of the Hall thruster for its initial operation will be substantially invariant with time of operation from initial operation until the supply of gas available to the thruster is exhausted.

The significant advantages of this thruster design in long life, low cost and mass, and higher power density will also likely result in it replacing conventional Hall thrusters for both deep space prime propulsion applications and commercial communications satellite station keeping applications.

Having described the demonstrated results of the metallic (or conductive) wall Hall thruster that has been constructed and operated successfully, we will now describe some of the underlying Hall thruster technology, for those who may not be expert in this field.

FIG. 4A is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a prior art Hall thruster design. The conventional Hall thruster operates in a reduced pressure environment, such as space in which charged particles can be generated by bombarding atoms with electrons. A Hall thruster typically uses a gas that can be ionized, such as Xenon, as the material that is accelerated by the thruster, which results in an equal and opposite acceleration experienced by the thruster (and the object to which it is attached). Xenon gas is used because of its high atomic weight and low ionization potential. Other materials that can be used as propellants include krypton, argon, iodine, bismuth, magnesium and zinc. As illustrated in FIG. 4A, an annular discharge chamber 408 which typically is constructed with non-conductive walls 404, such as BN material, is provided with an anode/gas distributor 402 through which the gas is introduced into the thruster. The anode/gas distributor 402 is conductive and has an electrical terminal. A cathode neutralizer 406 that has an electrical terminal is provided, so that a voltage applied by a switchable power supply connected between the anode electrical terminal and the cathode electrical terminal can generate free electrons that are accelerated by an axial electric field 420. A magnetic circuit 410, such as a yoke made of a magnetic material, connects an inner magnetic coil 412 and an outer magnetic coil 414 so as to provide a radial magnetic field 422.

The electrons are constrained to move in a closed path by the relation ExB so that they are trapped in the vicinity of the
exit plane of the thruster above the anode/gas distributor 402 and have a high probability of ionizing a gas atom. Since E (the electric vector 420) points axially and B (the magnetic vector 422) points radially (e.g., from the central post of the magnetic yoke that passes through the inner magnetic coil 412 to the portions of the magnetic yoke adjacent the outer magnetic coil 414, which would be radially outward, or in the opposite direction, which is radially inward), the vectorial cross product E×B results in a local resultant that is oriented in a tangential direction relative to the annular opening of the annular discharge chamber 408, which is either clockwise or counterclockwise as viewed along a central axis of the Hall thruster depending on the direction of B. Therefore, the electrons travel in circular path above the anode/gas distributor 402. Because the ionized gas atoms have much larger mass than the electron mass, they are not trapped by the magnetic field but are accelerated by the electric field, producing thrust as an exhaust plume 430. The gas ions pull an equal number of electrons with them, creating a plume with no net charge.

FIG. 4B is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a prior art Hall thruster design, showing the magnetic field lines present in an operating device that does not include magnetic shielding.

FIG. 5 is an image of a prior art Hall thruster such as that of FIG. 4A or FIG. 4B in operation.

FIG. 6 is a schematic cross sectional diagram of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster design according to principles of the invention. The wall shape, profile, or cross section is fabricated in accordance with a calculated wall shape, a calculated profile, or a calculated cross section deduced using a code employing a magnetic field-aligned-mesh (MFAM) such as Hall2De.

FIG. 7 is an image of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster in operation, showing the minimal interaction of the magnetic field lines with the wall.

FIG. 8 is a close-up image of a magnetically shielded Hall thruster in operation, showing that the magnetic shielding holds the plasma off the wall, providing an unrestricted view along the wall to the anode, as is indicated by the arrow.

FIG. 9 is a graph of the operating parameters of the baseline configuration with high electron temperature (squares) and large potential drop (diamonds) along the wall surface.

FIG. 10 is a graph of the operating parameters of the magnetically-shielded configuration with low electron temperature (squares) and constant potential (diamonds) along the wall surface.

FIG. 11A is an image of an inner insulator ring from the baseline configuration, showing an eroded white region (about 4 mm erosion band) at the edge of the ring.

FIG. 11B is an image of an inner insulator ring from the magnetically-shielded configuration showing a deposited black graphite conducting layer on the surface in contact with the plasma. The thruster performance was unaffected by the conducting rings, indicating that conducting walls, such as metallic walls or graphite walls, could be used.

Computation Methods

FIG. 12A is a high-level flow chart showing the relationships among the input parameters, the Hall2De code and the output results. FIG. 12B is a flow chart showing the main components of the Hall2De code. A more detailed discussion of the theory underlying the computation has been presented in co-pending U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 61/599,174, filed Feb. 15, 2012, and in co-pending U.S. provisional patent application Ser. No. 61/745,041, filed Dec. 21, 2012, which have been incorporated by reference, and which will become part of the public record when this application publishes and/or issues as a patent. Given the voluminous description presented there, a brief summary will be presented here and the reader is directed to review the two provisional application documents.

As shown in FIG. 12A, the computation includes inputs for thruster geometry, the magnetic field, and thruster operational, physical and numerical specifications. Using the thruster geometry and the magnetic field, a magnetic field aligned mesh (MFAM) generator provides a specific coordinate system for the calculation. Using the specific coordinate system, boundary conditions are applied, and the physical domain of the thruster being modeled is generated. The major distinctive features of Hall2De are: (1) discretization of all conservation laws on a MFAM, (2) numerical solution of the heavy-species conservation equations without invoking discrete-particle methods, so that multiple ion fluids can be included each being treated as an isothermal, cold (relative to the electrons) fluid accounting for the drag force and ion pressure gradient, the evolution of the (collisionless) neutral species is computed using line-of-sight formulations that account for ionization, and (3) a large computational domain that extends several times the thruster channel length in the axial direction and encompasses the cathode boundary and the axis of symmetry.

Discretization of all the conservation laws allows for the assessment of erosion in regions with complex magnetic field topologies. In regions of the thruster where isothermalization and thermalized equipotentialization of the lines of force persists, computational element would be subdivided into additional elements using an orthogonal set of lines. The equations are then solved on each one of these additional elements. The main advantage here is the ability to simulate regions of the thruster where surfaces have disrupted the lines of force. The MFAM also allows for the self-consistent simulation of the plasma in the near-anode region. No magnetic field streamline in this region of Hall2De need be identified upstream of which the conservation laws for the plasma are not solved self-consistently. Numerical solution of the heavy-species conservation equations without invoking discrete-particle methods eliminates the inherent statistical fluctuations typically caused by particle-based methods. A large computational domain allows for the investigation of the large-scale behavior of electrons in the plume while accounting for the cathode boundary conditions self-consistently.

The output from the Hall2De ionized gas solver include numerical diagnostics, temporal results for the thruster performance and for the electrical circuit, and spatial results for the ionized gas flow and thruster erosion. This last result allows one to determine geometries for components such as the anode walls that are expected to be “steady state” after long operation, and can allow modeling using the “steady state” geometries as input geometries to see if they will be essentially invariant with time of operation.

As shown in FIG. 12B, the Hall2De ionized gas solver reads an input file that describes what is to be computed, and determines whether it is doing a cold start or not. For a cold start, the variables for geometry and physics are initialized. If there is not a cold start, a restart file is read in, which allows the computation to pick up after a predetermined number of cycles have previously been performed. An iteration counter is set to 1 and increments at the end of each iteration. A computation cycle is performed in which plasma and neutral gas conservation equations are utilized. At the end of the cycle, a check for the number of iterations that have been performed is one, and if the number is less than
a predetermined number, another calculation cycle is performed. When the predetermined number of iterations has been carried out, the output is written and a restart file is written. The calculation can then end. The computations are performed on one or more general purpose programmable computers running under the control of instructions recorded on a machine readable medium.

FIG. 13 is a diagram that illustrates the nomenclature used in performing Hall2De computations for a prior art thruster. In the diagram, a comparison to previous calculation methods, known as the HPHall method, is given. In FIG. 13, the walls adjacent the anode/gas distributor are indicated as being dielectric (non-conductive) walls. As has been described, computations for Hall thrusters having conductive wall (or metallic walls) have also been performed.

Theoretical Discussion

Although the theoretical description given herein is thought to be correct, the operation of the devices described and claimed herein does not depend upon the accuracy or validity of the theoretical description. That is, later theoretical developments that may explain the observed results on a basis different from the theory presented herein will not detract from the inventions described herein.

Any patent, patent application, patent application publication, journal article, book, published paper, or other publicly available material identified in the specification is hereby incorporated by reference herein in its entirety. Any material, or portion thereof, that is said to be incorporated by reference herein, but which conflicts with existing definitions, statements, or other disclosure material explicitly set forth herein is only incorporated to the extent that no conflict arises between that incorporated material and the present disclosure material. In the event of a conflict, the conflict is to be resolved in favor of the present disclosure as the preferred disclosure.

While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference to the preferred mode as illustrated in the drawing, it will be understood by one skilled in the art that various changes in detail may be affected therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as defined by the claims.

The invention claimed is:

1. A Hall thruster, comprising:
   an annular discharge chamber having an inner wall, the entire inner wall being made of an electrically conductive material and having a rear surface with an aperture in the inner wall defined therein, said inner wall of said annular discharge chamber having a downstream end, a radially inner surface, and a radially outer surface, wherein said radially inner surface and said radially outer surface respectively radially inwardly and radially outwardly bound said annular discharge chamber, and wherein said radially inner surface diverges radially inwardly at said downstream end and wherein said radially outer surface diverges radially outward at said downstream end;
   an anode/gas distributor configured to distribute a gas and situated in said aperture defined in said rear surface of said annular discharge chamber;
   a cathode neutralizer; and
   a magnetic circuit having a magnetic yoke, an inner magnetic coil and an outer magnetic coil, said magnetic circuit configured to be switchably powered, said magnetic circuit configured to provide a substantially radial magnetic field across an annular aperture of said annular discharge chamber, said magnetic circuit configured to provide magnetic shielding of said inner wall of said annular discharge chamber from charged particles, wherein the inner wall is configured to float at a same electrical potential of the anode/gas distributor.

2. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall comprises graphite.

3. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall comprises a metal.

4. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall comprises a form of carbon other than graphite.

5. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall is prevented for 10,000 hours of operation.

6. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said gas is selected from the group of gases consisting of xenon, krypton and argon.

7. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said gas comprises a vapor produced from an element selected from the group of elements consisting of bismuth, iodine, magnesium and zinc.

8. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall has a wall shape, a profile, and a cross section, and wherein said inner wall is configured to provide higher emissivity than a non-electrically conductive inner wall having the same shape, profile and cross section.

9. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said inner wall has a wall shape, a profile, and a cross section, and wherein said inner wall is configured to be of higher strength than a non-electrically conductive inner wall having the same shape, profile and cross section.

10. The Hall thruster of claim 1, wherein said rear surface is fabricated from graphite.

* * * * *